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Abstract— Predicting Gross Domestic Product is very
important because until the final data is available,
either temporarily or permanently, several weeks get
spend after the quarter ends. So, we propose a new
estimation based on text mining in economics
documents based on a new proposed fuzzy clustering
method with a new objective function.
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I.

Resume

A. Description
Fuzzy logic enables to assign a membership
degree between zero and one to each object to
indicate the degree up to which that object belongs
to a cluster, as introduced in [30]. After several
decades, the work in [1] introduced an extension of
fuzzy sets called intuitionistic fuzzy sets, which
allow to also measure the non-membership degree
and hesitation degree of an object with respect to a
cluster, in order to try to find a better classification
of reality. More information about different types
of fuzzy sets can be find at [2] or [15].
Fuzzy models based on Belnap’s logic further
extends the intuitionistic model, so that the
hesitation degree is divided in two fuzzy set, one is
a degree of ignorance or lack of information and
the second fuzzy set is contradiction, ambiguity or
excess of information [11,17]. Moreover, in [16]
and [20] the hesitation degree was divided in three
fuzzy sets, indeterminacy, ambivalence and
conflict, under the paired fuzzy sets approach.
Other example of fuzzy model is the picture fuzzy
sets [25] where a new fuzzy set appears, the refusal

degree, which is different from the neutral degree
which is in turn more or less similar to the
hesitation degree.
Text mining started in the sixties of last century
with the work in [23] aimed to create the computer
program General Inquirer1, which had the ability to
extract information from data text using contextual
analysis or programming natural language, with the
use of dictionaries to classification of works. Other
relevant papers about this topic are: [4,19] and [28].
Predicting Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is
very important because until the final data is
available, either temporarily or permanently,
several weeks get spend after the quarter ends. So,
different statistical methods as time series,
confidence indicators or other economic variables
can be used to predict the evolution of GDP. In
order to apply the previous developments, we
analyzed a data set consisting of the speeches of the
president of the US Federal Reserve to build a new
confidence index for predicting the quarterly
evolution of US GDP. Examples for others authors
with others statistical methods such as time series
can be found in [7,10,12,13,21,22].
B. General objectives
The general objective of this study is: To
develop a new objective function and a new
method of fuzzy clustering based on paired fuzzy
sets [16] or intuitionistics fuzzy sets [1], with the
application of the interactive descendent gradient
method as the Fuzzy C-means Method [3,9]. The
aim is enabling the classification of economic texts
in order to create an advanced estimator of GDP.
1
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C. Specific objectives
The specific objectives we pursue are the
following:
The development of the new mathematical
methods for fuzzy clustering in order to classify
data sets in clusters providing a better resume of
information [5].
The estimation of some parameters of the
models studied in [5], with the idea of not having to
search a value for each of them with a grid or
others methods such us genetic algorithms or
particle swarm optimization.

of stopwords and the use of term frecuency and the
inverse document frecuency (tf-idf) metric. In [5]
we used eight text dataset from [28].
About the application on GDP estimation, we
use the speeches of the President of the US Federal
Reserve, specifically Ben S. Bernanke and Alan
Greenspan. The first has been president since 2006
to 2014 and the second from 1987 to 2006. Thus,
we create the dataset speeches from the speeches of
the President of US Federal Reserve (discarding the
testimony or statements). To generate this dataset
we use the General Inquirer program, as shown in
[5].
III. Relevancy

The skills to extract information from text data
sets [19], with the idea of splitting the text data sets
on subjects or topics [28].
The comparison of the new methods developed
with existing methods in the literature [3,8,14] and
[25].
An application of the new methods is the
classification of economics texts in order to create
an advanced estimation of GDP.
II. Methodology in the research plan
The methodology to be applied is based on the
development of new fuzzy methods through the
modification of the objective function of Fuzzy CMeans to allow the use of Tsallis entropy [27], and
introducing a new parameter to link the entropy and
tolerance of the model, as well as the application of
intuitionistic fuzzy sets as part of the models or as a
refinement of the solution.
We develop the estimation of the parameters of
some negation fuzzy complement of Yager [29]
and Sugeno [24], in order to generate fuzzy
intuitionistic sets [6,18,26]. For example, the mode
is used as part of the new estimators.
We compare the new methods with Fuzzy CMeans [3,9] and K-means [14] methods, with
statistically significant differences between the new
methods versus old methods. So we obtained better
results on classification with the proposed methods.
These three first ideas appeared in the authors’
work [5], containing proofs of the properties of
both the new methods and the estimators of
parameters.
To extract the information from text we change
the way how to do it, in order to lemmatizer [4]
versus stemmer the words [28], with the idea to get
better results. Other important points [28] on this
process are the tokentification of text, elimination
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The main relevancy of this research is linked to
the development of new methods of unsupervised
classification, with the main idea of obtaining
better partitions than those the previous methods
offered. From a scientific point of view, we
develop advances on the understanding of the
behavior of objective functions and parameter
settings.
The proposed methods can be applied to several
fields, for example in economic analysis, social
networks analysis, engineering, biostatistics or
statistics.
A specific application of this research is in the
estimation of GDP, a quite relevant issue in most
economic processes, and thus in their associated
decision making.
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